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Preliminaries
A t-wise balanced design of order v, blocksizes K and index A, or t-(v, K, A) design is a pair (V, 3); V is a v-set, and .%I is a collection of subsets of V called blocks, for which each B E 93 has (BI E K, and every t-subset of V appears in precisely A of these blocks. We are interested in a number of species of such designs. Primarily we investigate 3-(v, 4, 1) designs, usually called Steiner quadruple systems, and denoted SQS(v). We also examine 3-(v, 4, A) designs with il = 2 and 3; there are twofold and threefold quadruple systems respectively; we denote a 3-(v, 4, A) design by QS(v, A). The existence problem for quadruple systems has been completely settled by Hanani [21-221. In the process, Hanani [22] examined also 3-(v, (4, 6}, 1) designs, which we denote by T(v). A special type of T(v) designs have v = 0 (mod 6), and precisely v/6 blocks of size 6 (which must form a parallel class); such a design is denoted G(v). The existence of G(v) designs for all u = 0 (mod 6) has been established by Mills [33] . An H(6v) design has n disjoint groups of six elements each, and blocks of size 4; a triple appears in a block if and only if the three elements of the triple are in three different groups.
In any t-(v, K, A) design (V, LB), a subdesign is a t-(w, K, 12) design (W, 93') for which 9' c %, W G V and 1 WI = w. We use the notation QS(v:w, A) to denote a quadruple system of order v missing a subdesign of order w; similarly, we use the notation SQS(v:w), T(v:w) and G(v:w) to denote designs with holes.
We also make occasional reference to related problems on triple systems. A triple system TS(V, A) is a 2-(v, 3, A) design; it is a Steiner triple system, STS(V), when 1= 1.
Next we introduce the problems considered in this paper. The intersection of two t-(v, k, 1) designs is the set of blocks appearing in each, and the intersection size is the number of such blocks. Kramer and Mesner [23] first studied the spectrum of possible intersection sizes for designs. Lindner and Rosa [26] presented a complete determination for Steiner triple systems for all admissible V. Since that time, much research has been invested in the determination of possible intersection sizes for Steiner quadruple systems (see Section 2) . Following [15] , we denote by J(V), Z.J = 2, 4 (mod 6), the spectrum of intersection sizes for SQS(V). For n = 0 (mod 6), we extend the definition as follows. Consider two G(v) designs having the same set of blocks of size 6; their intersection is taken to be the blocks of size four which they have in common. Then J(V), u = 0 (mod 6), is the set of possible intersection sizes defined in this manner. In general, J(n:s) denotes the spectrum of intersection sizes of SQS(n:s) or G(n:s) designs with holes.
A large body of literature concerning the determination of J(V) has appeared; we survey this in Section 2. The main goal is to determine J(V) completely for all v = 0 (mod 2). Lo Faro [30] has achieved this goal for u = 4, 8 (mod 12). For u 2 38, in the remaining congruence classes we come close to realizing this goal. We achieve it for u = 0 (mod 6), and leave undecided only a quadratic portion for v = 2 (mod 12) and a linear portion for u = 10 (mod 12).
The second main problem we consider concerns the number of distinct blocks in QS(v, A) designs. The support of a QS(V, A) is the set of distinct blocks in the design, and the support size is the number of distinct blocks. Foody and Hedayat [4] describe a number of statistical applications for designs with specified support size. For triple systems TS(V, h), the spectrum of possible support sizes is essentially determined for A. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13)).
Proof. Consider two SQS(V) or G(v) intersecting in qU -s blocks of size 4. The remaining sets of blocks of size four form disjoint partial quadruple systems, containing precisely the same triples, on s blocks each. Gionfriddo and Lindner [15] establish that no such disjoint partial quadruple systems exist with s blocks for s E (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13).
•i
Much effort has been invested in establishing sufficient conditions for membership in J(V). Kramer and Mesner Orders of the form 5.2" [14, 281 and 7 * 2" [17, 29, 321 have been studied extensively, and a similar result was obtained. Many more papers on special cases have been published; see, for example, [7] [8] [9] [11] [12] [13] 16, 18, 27, 31] .
The most general result in the literature [30-311 establishes the following. Previous work essentially ignores the cases when u = 2, 10 (mod 12), except in the special cases v = 10 and 14. This reflects to a large extent the heavy reliance on doubling constructions in the research to date.
Intersection: the hextupling construction
In order to determine improved sufficient conditions for J(V), we employ primarily a hextupling construction. In this section, we outline the construction. In the next section, we describe all of the ingredients needed to apply hextupling.
Then in the subsequent section, we put these ingredients together to establish sufficient conditions for J(u).
The hextupling construction is not new; it appears in Hanani [22], Hartman, Mills and Mullin [20] and Granville and Hartman [19] . We outline the construction here. Let (V, 9) be an SQS(v) if v = 2, 4 (mod 6), or a G(v) design if u = 0 (mod 6). For 12 E (2, 4, 8, lo}, we produce an SQS(6(u -2) + n), and for n E (6, 12) we produce a G(6(v -2) + n).
Select two elements A, B E V, so that A and B appear together in a block of size six, if any such blocks exist. Now form sets Using this partition, we form an SQS(6(u -2) + n) (or G(6(v -2) + n)) on element set (Z, x (V\ {A, B})) U {ml, . . . , 03,). We employ ingredients as follows:
(la) For each set {w, x, y, z) E %A,, place an H(24) design on Z6 x {w, x, y, z} with groups aligned on Z6 x {i} for i E {w, x, y, z}.
(lb) For each set {u, u, w, x, y, z} E 53~, place an H(36) design with groups aligned on Z6 x {i} for i E {u, u, w, x, y, z}.
(2a) For each set {y, z} E BAB, p lace an SQS(12+n:n) (or G(12+ n:n)) on (Z, x {y, z}) U {y, . . . , w,}, omitting the subdesign of order II on {@Jr,. . * 7 ??I* (2b) For each set {w, x, y, z} E BAB, p lace an SQS(24 + n:n) (or G(24 + n:n)) on (Z, x {w, x, y, z}) U {y, . . . , w,} in the same way.
(3) Place an SQS(n) (or G(n)) on {ml, . . . , m,}. It remains to handle blocks arising from 9 Ah and 3,~~. In both, all sets have size 3 since A and B each appear in at most one blocks of size six in 9. We form three design fragments, DFA(n) and DFB(n) on symbols (Z, x Z,) U {ml, . . . , w,}, and DFC(n) on symbols Zh x Z2. Each consists of blocks of size 4. Blocks in DFA(n) and DFB(n) are required to intersect each of the three sets Z6 x {i}, i E Z3. Blocks in DFC(n) are required to intersect both of the sets Z6 X {i}, i E Z2, in two points. The triples covered by these design fragments are as follows. Triples of the form {ao, bO, cl} appear precisely once in DFA(n), DFB(n) or DFC(n) and do not appear in the other two.
l If {a,,, bO, cl} appears in DFA(n) (DFB(n)) then for i, j E Z,, i #j, {ai, bi, cj} appears in DFA(n) (DFB(n), respectively).
l If {ao, bO, cl} appears in DFC(n), then so does the triple {a,, b,, co}. Once such design fragments are known, we complete the hextupling construction as follows:
(4a) For each {x, y, z} E %A~, p lace a copy of DFA(n) on (Z, x {x, y, 2)) U (9,.
. * > 521.
(4b) For each {x, y, z} E BAG, place a copy of DFB(n) on (Z, X {x, y, z}) U {% * * . > CQn>.
(4~) For each pair {x, y} not contained in a block of sAB, place a copy of DFC(n) on Z6 x {x, y}. Using an SQS(v) or G(v), and ingredients H(24), H(36), SQS(12 + n:n) or G(12 + n:n), SQS(24 + n:n) or G(24 + n:n), DFA(n), DFB(n) and DFC(n), this construction produces an SQS(~(V -2) + n) or G(6(v -2) + n.
Naturally, there is much freedom in choosing the ingredients. Our strategy is to determine selections for the ingredients which enable us to construct two different quadruple systems with a specified number of blocks in common. To do this, we always take the same SQS(v) or G(v), and vary only the ingredients themselves. For each one of the ingredients, we develop two or more solutions; one solution can be substituted for the other in the construction above without affecting any other ingredient (except design fragments which are interdependent).
This essentially reduces the intersection problem for quadruple systems to a number of intersection problems, one for each ingredient. We treat intersections of the ingredients in the next section.
Intersection: ingredients for hextupling

H(24): Latin cubes of side 6
An H(24) has four groups of size 6. Treating the groups as rows, columns, planes and symbols establishes a one-one correspondence between H(24) designs and latin cubes of side 6. Hence we treat the intersection problem for latin cubes of side 6 here. Two latin cubes have intersection size s if there are precisely s cells in which they contain the same symbol.
Observe first that the intersection sizes are between 0 and 216. Using Lemma 2.1, one can rule out 203, 205, 206, 207, 209-215 as possible intersection sizes. We do not establish here that all remaining values are possible, although we expect that they are in fact possible. We content ourselves with a strong partial result. First observe that for latin cubes of order 2, the intersection sizes realized are 0 and 8. Now a latin cube of order 6 can be constructed from 27 latin cubes of order 2, and hence two latin cubes of order 6 which intersect in 8s positions exist for 0 s s s 27. Similarly, two latin cubes of order 3 can intersect in 0, 9 or 27 positions. A latin cube of order 6 can be composed of eight latin cubes of order 3, and hence two latin cubes of order 6 which intersect in 9s positions exist for 0~~~24, sZ23. One can also employ two latin squares of order 6 intersecting in s cells, and develop each cyclically into a latin cube. The resulting latin cubes intersect in 6s positions. Hence for 0 s s =S 36, s $ (31, 33, 34, 35}, 6s is the intersection size of two latin cubes of order 6 [6].
In addition to multiples of 6, 8 and 9, we employ sporadic values. Cubes intersecting in 216-21 cells appear in [5] . We exhibit pairs of cubes intersecting in 216-t cells for t E (12, 14, 15, 17, 19}, indicating by 's' that cube 2 agrees with cube 1 in that position. We also observe that two latin cubes of side 6 exist which have precisely one entry in common.
There exist also two latin cubes of side 6 with exactly four entries in common. We leave these two cases as easy exercises. 
SQS and G-design ingredients
In each case for n, we aim to produce two disjoint SQS, or two disjoint G-designs (sharing blocks of size six, but no blocks of size four). This realizes the extreme with the fewest blocks in common (i.e., zero). To realize the other extreme, we simply take one of the designs twice; these designs share all blocks in common, which is of course the maximum.
For n = 2, we require disjoint SQS(14:2) and SQS(26:2). Subdesigns of order 2 are trivial, and hence we just require disjoint SQS(14) and SQS(26). Lo Faro [29] gives disjoint SQS(14). For SQS(26), we take element set (Z, x Z,) U {ml, 00~). The blocks are chosen as follows:
( For IZ = 6, we require disjoint G(18:B) and G(30:6); again the subdesign is trivial (just a block), and hence we require disjoint G(18) and G(30). For G(18), we form two disjoint designs on element set Z, X Z3. The blocks are formed as follows:
( given by Hz, H3, H4, Ho, HI. To handle the remaining blocks, we employ disjoint G(12:6) designs, and also form disjoint one-factor products of Kg.
For 12 = 10, we require disjoint SQS(22:lO) and SQS (34:lO) . Remark that the disjoint designs must have a hole of order 10 on the same ten elements! For SQS(22;10), we are unable to produce disjoint designs (despite an extensive search by computer).
We therefore settle for SQS(22:lO) designs which are almost disjoint-they share only two blocks. We construct the pair of designs on 2, 41, (5, 11, (0, 3) ), G = {{4,0>, (1, 3), (2, 91.
In the first design, form the blocks {ai, bi, ci+l, di+,} for i E Z3, with {a, b} E 6, {c, d} E e+l, j E Z3. In the second design, form the same blocks using the second one-factorization in place of the first. In the second design, we use D = (3) and E = {2}, and the Hanani factorization Gr, G,, G3, G,, H1, Hz, H3, Ho. Blocks arising from the one-factorizations of K, are made disjointly, and the three SQS(10:2) employed can be chosen disjointly. The fourth SQS(10:2) is omitted, and thus forms the required hole.
For IZ = 12, we require disjoint G(24:12) and G(36:12). To handle these values, we prove a general lemma. Proof. Let F,, . . . , &-2, H,, . . . , H,_,_l be a one-factorization of K, containing a subone-factorization of KS within the factors {E}. Form blocks {a,,, bO, ci, d,} in the two designs as follows. In the first design, take {a, b} E 4, {c, d} E I$ for j E Z,_, and take {a, b} E Hj, {c, d} E Hj for j E Z,_,. In the second design, take instead {c, d} in q+l and Hj+l respectively. This applies provided s 2 4; the modification for s = 0 is straightforward. 0
Since 0 E J(6), we have 0 l J(12) =J(12:6), and hence 0 l J(24:12). We established above that 0 ~J(18:6), and hence we have 0 E G(36:12).
DFA(n) and DFB(n)
We attempt to produce two disjoint design fragment systems for it = 2, 6, 10, 12. If two disjoint design fragments DFC(n) can be found for the same selection of DFA(n) and DFB(n), this suffices since we can exchange the roles of the DFA and DFB fragments. When the DFC(n) is formed by taking a one-factor product of a one-factorization with more than a single factor, one can easily form two disjoint DFC(n). In this way, by using the design fragments of [19], we obtain disjoint solutions for n E (6, 10, 12).
For n = 2, however, this approach does not work. The DFC(2) from [19] has fifteen blocks: {ao, (a + 2),, a,, (a + 2),} for a E Zg, and (a,,, (a + 3),, br, (b + 3),} for a, b E (0, 1, 2). Applying the permutation (0)(1)(24)(35) to all three design fragments makes the new DFA disjoint from the old DFB, the new DFB disjoint from the old DFA, but results in six blocks being shared between the old and the new DFC. Unfortunately, we have not been able to find design fragments with smaller intersection for n = 2.
Intersection: putting the pieces together
Having determined certain possible intersection sizes, we now consider in more detail the number of each type of ingredient used in hextupling, and the number of blocks of size four in each ingredient. Let us suppose that the resulting system is to have 6(v -2) + 12 elements. Write m = iv -1. We tabulate the numbers of ingredients used for each class of m (mod 3) in Table 1 .
At this point, remark that the overwhelming number of ingredients used in all cases are copies of H(24). We must also consider the number of blocks of size four in each ingredient, however. These are tabulated in Table 2 .
For v 2 38, we now employ the hextupling construction together with the information about the intersections of ingredients to obtain intersection size s E Z(v), leaving only some exceptions when s is small and v = 2, 10 (mod 12). Proof. Since Lemma 2.3 gives the result for v = 4, 8 (mod 12), we treat only the cases v = 0, 2, 6, 10 (mod 12). Since v 2 38, we can apply the hextupling construction from Section 3. We select ingredients from the choices given in Section 4, so as to produce two SQS(v) (v = 2, 10 (mod 12)) or G(v) (v = 0, 6 (mod 12)) having s blocks of size four in common for any s E Z(v) satisfying the conditions of the theorem. This is done as follows: We choose either to use the same design fragment system in each case, or to employ (almost) disjoint ones in each case. Letting f be the total number of blocks in design fragments, we first check whether s >f; if it is, we use the same design fragments in the construction of both designs. In this case, set s to s -f, the remaining number of blocks required to be in common.
If s <f, we employ (almost) disjoint design fragments in the construction of the two designs. Now for each SQS(24 + n:n) and SQS(12 + n:n), or G(24 + n:n) and G(12 + n:n), in turn, let g be the number of blocks of size 4 in the ingredient.
If s 2 g, take the ingredient identically in each design and set s to s -g; otherwise take the ingredients as disjointly as possible in the two designs. On the n 'infinity' points in the hextupling, we must place a G(n) or SQS(n). Suppose this design has h blocks of size 4. If s 3 h, place the ingredient identically in the two designs and set s to s -h; otherwise place then disjointly. (Remark that for n = 6 and 12, the blocks of size 6 are identical in this case, while the blocks of size four are disjoint.)
If an H(36) ingredient is used, find the largest multiple 8m of m so that m s 135 and 8m G s. Take H(36) ingredients in the two designs which intersect in 8m positions (see Lemma 4.2), and set s to s -8m.
Finally, we are left with H(24) ingredients. For u 3 38, at least three such ingredients remain, and they are compatible.
Hence by Lemma 4.1, we can choose the ingredients in the two designs so as to intersect in s blocks.
One must verify that after each ingredient is considered, the number of blocks still required to be in common in the remaining ingredients does not exceed the number of blocks in those ingredients. Using the counts given before, this is straightforward. Also using the counts given, it is easy to see that when II = 10, the number of SQS(22:lO) ingredients used does not exceed (V -10)/12, and hence provided s 2 (v -10)/6, we can realize intersection size s. When n = 2, the number of DFC(2) components used is at most (V -2)(v -14)/36 and hence provided s 3 (V -2)(21 -14)/6 we can realize intersection size s. 0
We should remark that the reliance on Lo Faro's result in the proof of the theorem is convenient, but not really necessary. One could produce disjoint copies of the ingredients for u = 4, 8 (mod 12) as in Section 4, and settle all cases by the same technique.
We should also remark that the hextupling construction is of little use for v 6 36; for these small values, one still relies on previous results, and on doubling, tripling and quadrupling constructions.
A promising method for completing the spectrum of J(V) appears to be via the quadrupling construction, and investing more effort in the determination of some small values in the sets J(v:14). We justify this claim by sketching the proof of the following recursive theorem. (addition modulo f -s -1). Now, as in the construction of disjoint G(30) and SQS(34: 10) above, use the quadrupling construction with the two Hanani factorizations and ingredients that intersect in a, and b blocks. Some care must be taken to ensure that the one-factor product blocks are disjoint, but this is a straightforward application of the technique used in the proof of Lemma 4.3. 0
With s = 1 we obtain the following. Theorem 5.2 with s = 1 gives a recursive method for completing the spectrum of J(V) with v = 2 or 10 (mod 24), and with s = 7 we obtain information on the congruence classes u = 14 or 22 (mod 24) provided we have some information on the spectrum of .Z(w:14).
The determination of values in the sets J(w:14) seems to be difficult for some values of w. It is not known whether an SQS(32:14) or an SQS(46:14) exists.
It is also possible to produce disjoint tripling constructions with relative ease, as we did in constructing the disjoint SQS(26:2) and SQS(22:lO) examples. We leave as an exercise for the reader the proof that J(38) = Z(38) using Theorem 5.1, the tripling 38 = 3(14 -2) + 2, and the known spectrum of .Z(14).
Support sizes: twofold quadruple systems
In this section, we consider the related problem of support sizes of twofold quadruple systems. First, we make an easy observation. This provides a strong sufficient condition, by using Theorem 5.1. However, a QS(v, 2) exists whenever v = 2, 4 (mod 6) or ZJ = 1, 5 (mod 12) [21] . We establish some partial results on support sizes in the latter two congruences classes. We again employ a hextupling construction, 6(v -2) + n, for 12 E (1, 5). The H(24) and H(36) ingredients are as before. However, we require different subdesign and design fragment ingredients.
For IZ = 1, we require a QS(13:1,2) and a QS(25:1,2). For n = 5, we require a QS(17:5,2) and a QS(29:5,2). All four of these designs are given by Hanani [22] with no repeated blocks.
Next we generalize the design fragments defined earlier from h = 1 to A = 2; call such components DFA2, DFB2 and DFC,? fragments. We produce here DFA,(l), DFB,(l) and DF&(l) fragments with no repeated blocks. (~0, bo, ~1, d,) .
Applying hextupling as before, we obtain the following. Proof. Take two G(v) designs sharing s blocks of size 4; union two copies of the first with one copy of the second, omitting the blocks of size 6 in the process. Finally, on each of the u groups of size 6, place a QS(u, 3) design having 15 distinct blocks. El These two lemmas handle the support sizes near the minimum, but omit those near the maximum. The absolute maximum is when all blocks are distinct; this case has been settled affirmatively by Phelps, Stinson and Vanstone [35] . Unlike the case for twofold quadruple systems, a large fraction of the possible support sizes are not handled by these results. Techniques to address the remaining values would be of great interest here.
By employing tripling and quadrupling constructions to make small ingredients, and hextupling constructions in general, we have made progress towards settling the intersection problem for SQS(u) and G(v), leaving only O(V) exceptions for u = 10 (mod 12), and O(V*) exceptions for u = 2 (mod 12). Surprisingly, the difficulties in our constructions arise when one wants the designs to be nearly disjoint. We expect that this is an artifact of the constructions; in particular, two ingredients (DFC(2) and SQS(22:lO)) appear to be difficult to make disjointly. Nevertheless, one expects that the small remaining values can all be realized as intersection sizes. This could likely be proved by using a 12(v -2) + IZ construction for IZ E (2, 10, 14, 22); one would prefer a less unwieldy construction! Probably the most difficult problem in this area is the determination of minimum support sizes for QS(v, 2) designs with TV = 1, 5 (mod 12). It is not difficult to determine the minimum for Y a power of 5, but appears to be quite complicated in other cases.
Addendum
The determination of J(V) has recently been completed by Hartman and Yehudai, leaving only one possible value in J(26) in doubt. Their paper relies heavily on the results of this paper, and on a paper by Etzion and Hartman. The latter contains a proof that 0 E J(V) for all u = 2, 4 (mod 6), and also contains a detailed proof of our Theorem 5.2. 
